






KEY POINTS

TOTAL – [ LEFT + RIGHT ]-1

TOTAL – [TOP +BOTTOM ]-1

LEFT RANKING = [TOTAL –RIGHT ] +1

RIGHT RANKING =[ TOTAL –LEFT ] +1



In a line rahul is 17th from the right side and 35th from the 

left side how many total number of persons in the line ?

1. 56

2. 55

3. 52

4. 51 

5. None of these



In a line of 60 students, Amit is 17th from the left side find the 

rank of Amit from right side ?

1. 43

2. 44

3. 45

4. 46 

5. None of these



In a line Amit is 5th to the left of Rahul, Rahul is 18th from 

the right side find the rank of Amit from right side ?

1. 23

2. 24

3. 25

4. 26 

5. None of these



TRICK OF THE DAY

COMBINATION – [LEFT -RIGHT ] ADDITION 

[RIGHT - LEFT]

[LEFT -LEFT ]          SUBSTRACTION 

[RIGHT -RIGHT]



In a line Mohan is 6th to the left of Neha, Neha is 20th from 

the left side and Mohan is 35th from the right side find the 

total number of persons in the line ?
1. 48

2. 50

3. 56

4. 60 

5. None of these



In a line of 65 students Rakesh is 7th to the right of Neha and 

Neha is 16th from the left Side. Find the rank of Rakesh from 

right side in the line ?
1. 42

2. 34

3. 43

4. 44

5. None of these



In a line Akhilesh is 10th from the left corner and 15th from 

the right corner find the total number of boys in the line?

1. 24

2. 25

3. 26

4. 23

5. CND



Five people A, B, C, D, E read newspaper the person who read it 

first give it to C. The person who read it at last took it from A. E was 

neither first nor last to read the newspaper. There are two readers 

between A and B. Find the person who read the newspaper in last ?

1. E

2. D

3. B

4. A

5. CND



In an examination Rohit got 11th rank and his rank is 48th

from the top. 5 students could not appear in the examination 

and 3 students were failed in the examination. What is the 

total strength of the class?
1. 66

2. 58

3. 70

4. 64 

5. CND



In a row of  25 boys, when Rahul was shifted three places 

towards right, he becomes 8th from the right end. What was 

his earlier position from the left end in the row?

1. 14

2. 24

3. 25

4. 15

5. 16



Amongst five friends, each have different weight. P is heavier than B 

but lighter than A. A's weight is 70 kg. S is lighter than only K. The 

one who is lightest is 50 kg and one who is heaviest is 72 kg. 

Who amongst the following can be 65 kg?

1. P

2. B

3. A

4. S

5. None of these



Amongst five friends, each have different weight. P is heavier than B 

but lighter than A. A's weight is 70 kg. S is lighter than only K. The 

one who is lightest is 50 kg and one who is heaviest is 72 kg. 

Who amongst the following is the most likely to have 71 kg weight?

1. K

2. S

3. P

4. B

5. A



Amongst five friends, each have different weight. P is heavier than B 

but lighter than A. A's weight is 70 kg. S is lighter than only K. The 

one who is lightest is 50 kg and one who is heaviest is 72 kg. 

Who among them is heaviest?

1. B

2. P

3. K

4. A

5. None of these



In a row of boys facing north, A is sixteenth from the left end and C 

is sixteenth from the right end. B who is fourth to the right of A and 

fifth to the left of C. Then how many boys are there in a row ?

1. 39

2. 40

3. 41

4. 42

5. None of these








